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Making Sure Your Training Is on Target 

By John E. Jones, William L. Bearley & Douglas C. Watsabaugh 

In order for training to be successful today, it must be “on target.” That means it 
must address the right needs, and it must be delivered in the right format to the 
right audience, at the right time. It also must track with participant needs 
throughout the program.  

As a trainer, you must be adept at determining the needs of your customers, and 
then equally adept at designing and delivering a training solution that addresses 
those needs. Nothing is more disastrous than to “miss” the needs and 
expectations of your customers.  

The following selection of tools can help you to ensure that you don’t get “off 
track” and arrive at the end of your program, only to find that you got there 
alone. 

Prior to the Program 

Before the course begins, follow these steps: 

1. Do a thorough needs assessment, using a combination of these techniques:

q Conduct structured interviews. 

q Conduct pre-training observation. 

q Distribute pre-training surveys. 

q Get 360-degree feedback on critical competencies (the “before” 
version). 

q Review critical performance indicators. 

2. Verify your conclusions with participants prior to the design of the training.

3. Design the program to address the “gaps” identified in the needs
assessment and verified with your customer.
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4. Publish the course objectives and a description before the training begins.

5. Ensure that each participant (or potential participant) receives appropriate
pre-training information (e.g., course location, starting and ending times,
appropriate dress, address & phone number if the course is residential, etc.).

During the Program 

As you run the course, do the following: 

• Check the participants’ expectations early in the program by asking, “What
do you hope to get out of the program?”

• Review your objectives, course design, and norms early in the course.

• Check for any gaps between participant expectations and your objectives. If
you find any gaps or differences, negotiate them early. If you can modify
your design to meet unplanned needs, do so. If not, explain why not and be
clear about your intent to proceed. Check to see if any participants whose
needs will not be accommodated are willing to proceed anyway.

• Facilitate the program so that you reach the goals you have agreed upon. If
any changes are necessary, tell participants. If you are confronted with
choices that will affect your ability to achieve agreed-upon goals, share this
with participants, and let them help you to make the choice.

• Watch and listen for feedback—both verbal and nonverbal—on how you are
doing. If you receive unclear data, check it out using one of the tools below.

q 1 to 10 evaluation—Announce to the participants that you’d like to do 
a quick “check in” on how the program is working for them. Ask them 
to select a number between 1 and 10 (1 = low, 10 = high) that 
represents the degree to which the program is meeting their 
expectations so far. Ask them to write down the number on a sheet of 
paper. Next, ask them to jot down two things: number one, what has 
happened so far that caused them to rate the program as high as they 
did; number two, what would need to happen in order to bring the 
rating closer to a 10.  
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Quickly go around the room and have the participants share only their 
numbers. Then, beginning with the lowest score, go around the room 
again, asking them to share the rationale for the rating as well as what 
needs to happen (or stop happening) to get it closer to a 10. Tell 
participants up-front that they will be asked to share their ratings.  

It is important that you, as the facilitator, model nondefensive listening. If 
your group is large, you may want to ask participants to hand in their 
critiques for you to review during a break or lunch. 

q Thumbs up/Thumbs down—Tell participants, “In just a moment I 
will ask you to indicate to what degree the program is meeting your 
expectations so far. To do that I’ll count to three and on three I’d like 
you to hold out your thumb the way the movies suggest the Roman 
Emperors used to do. Thumbs up means you’re completely satisfied 
so far. Thumbs parallel to the floor means you’re doing okay, but we 
have a ways to go. And thumbs down means we’re seriously off target 
here. I’ll ask you to be prepared to hold your thumb out for a few 
moments so we can get an idea where we are as a group. I’ll also ask 
you to share some brief feedback to guide us in any needed 
improvement. 1, 2, 3....” 

q Off-line check-in—At times you will have opportunities to “check in” 
with key constituents during breaks or between sessions. This 
feedback can be valuable to indicate whether or not you need to do a 
broader progress check. However, don’t be driven by the feedback of 
only a few participants to the exclusion of feedback from others. If you 
solicit data only from those who seem “happy” with what you’re 
doing, you may miss data from others that are not so impressed. 
Likewise, if you are driven emotionally by a few “complainers,” you 
may end up making unnecessary or inappropriate changes at the 
expense of the larger group. 

q Interim evaluation form—At strategic time intervals during a one- or 
two-day program, it is helpful to ask participants to fill out a brief 
evaluation form. Two or three questions can give you a great deal of 
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useful information without creating a lot of administrivia for 
participants. 

q Daily evaluation—If you are conducting a multi-day (or longer) 
program, a daily evaluation can provide useful feedback to use in 
making any mid-course corrections. 

After the Program 

Once you’ve delivered the course, solicit feedback, using any of the following 
methods, alone or in combination: 

• Distribute evaluation or feedback forms.

• Interview participants and their supervisors at appropriate time intervals.
For example, it may be appropriate to sample participant response four to six
weeks after the program. You should interview supervisors after sufficient
time has passed to demonstrate behavior change. Three to six months is an
appropriate time range for this type of initial follow-up.

• Conduct post-training observations.

• Conduct post-training surveys.

• Get 360-degree feedback on critical competencies (the “after” version).

• Monitor critical performance indicators.

Summary 

These feedback mechanisms are available to you as a trainer before, during, and 
after the program to ensure that you start on target and remain so. There is an 
old trainer adage that says, “The only one who doesn’t know is you. So why not 
ask them (the participants)?” It is true that by asking, you risk getting bad news. 
But remember that the news will be a lot worse if something is not going well, 
and you don’t find out what’s wrong in time to fix it. 
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Ways To Involve Participants 

In the Manual of Management Development, Jones and Woodcock (1985) discuss key adult 
learning principles and related implications for course design. These adult learning 
principles present a strong argument for maximum participant involvement in 
learning. To encourage involvement: 

• Minimize lecture.

• Create opportunities for participants to conduct self-evaluations.

• Provide opportunities for participants to participate in, and direct
their own learning.

• Use a variety of interactive methods, and provide ample opportunity
to review and learn from experiences.

• Provide opportunity for participants to plan for application of their
new skills or knowledge.

• Build in opportunities for participants to learn in groups, build
interpersonal relationships, and give one another feedback.

Use the following types of activities to involve the participants in your training: 

• Structured learning activities—These are activities, processes, or
games designed to provide the participants with specific experiences.
They are used to help the participants discover concepts, skills, and
knowledge that apply to their lives or their job requirements. The
activities, Baseball Team and Off the Wall, are two examples of
structured experiences in the “High-Involvement Learning Activities”
section of this book.

• Role plays—These provide opportunities for participants to “try on” a
role in a particular situation or set of circumstances. Participants
assume a role and “act it out” or do a “dry run” with a new skill or
technique. Role plays are excellent tools to train participants in
specific communication skills or in new organizational procedures.
The opportunity to isolate a skill or technique, try it out, and then
receive feedback provides a safe and specific learning experience.
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• Case studies—Participants work alone or in groups to analyze a
scenario described in the case study and then determine a course of
action to resolve the problem or take advantage of the opportunity
presented in the case.  Case studies may be very complex and
elaborate, or fairly simple and straightforward. They are often used to
develop strategic skills or for cognitive learning.

• Simulations—These are designed to “simulate” an actual
environment or situation. Participants experience the impact of their
actions or decisions in real time. Flight simulators, for example,
provide pilots with a realistic experience of a variety of uncommon,
but dangerous events which the pilot must be able to handle
successfully. Simulations are often created and managed with
computers.

• In-basket exercises—In this type of simulation, participants receive a
collection of memos, letters, position papers, and problems in written
form, simulating a manager’s in-basket. This is an effective tool to
develop the participants’ skills in decision making, time management,
and problem solving.

• Instrumentation—Participants examine themselves or a system, using
paper-and-pencil questionnaires. Instruments are widely used as tools
to teach interpersonal communications, decision styles, and conflict
management.

• Interview the person next to you on... —This activity can be used as
an ice breaker, as a way to involve participants in a short lecture, or as
a “safe” way to initiate participation in a group. For example, “Take
the next five minutes and interview the person next to you on the
requirements for effective teamwork.”

• Mind mapping—This is a “free form” approach to identifying
elements and relationships within an area of focus. You might do a
mind map on an organizational problem or use a mind map to
develop a strategy to sell a project. To create a mind map, identify the
central question and draw a circle around it. Sketch and circle other
thoughts as they emerge. Draw a line between connecting ideas to
signify the relationships. In a short period of time, you can “map” a
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fairly complex problem. For example, “Pick a problem in your area 
and do a mind map of causes, and/or solutions for the problem.” 

• Brainstorming—This is a quick and effective way to generate
discussion and energy in a group. Quickly review the guidelines for
effective brainstorming (quantity rather than quality, no criticism, all
ideas valued, build on one another), place a group recorder at the
flipchart with a marker, and give participants a question to focus on.
For example, “Brainstorm all of the factors that are contributing to...”

• Build a model—This is a way to engage a group in identifying
principles or behaviors that describe or explain a phenomenon. For
example, “Group one, create a problem solving model for group two
to use...”

• Team assignment—Asking a group to create some kind of “product”
is an effective way to immediately involve the participants in a variety
of learning opportunities. For example, “Make a presentation on...” or
“Team one, train team two in...”

• Nominal group technique (NGT)—This technique is a useful way to
encourage participation and enhance group creativity. Participants
work through a series of structured steps, first as individuals and then
as a group, to generate ideas or alternatives. These ideas are then
prioritized for action planning. NGT has broad application in a
training setting.

• Finish this sentence... —This technique can be used to “hook” the
participants’ interest and involvement in a topic. It is a way to quickly
generate data for discussion or to involve participants in a lecture. For
example, “Complete this sentence: When faced with conflict and
opposition, I...”

• Share a feeling...—This useful tool can be used to make feelings a
legitimate part of the participants’ learning experience, or to open up
discussion about a “touchy” or emotionally powerful event. For
example, “Complete this sentence: Right now I’m feeling...”

• Whips/round robins—This is a useful way to encourage “balanced”
participation by everyone in a group or program. Set it up by telling
the group that they’re going to do a “round robin” on a particular
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topic. Ask them to take a moment and write down as many thoughts 
as they can about it. To initiate the discussion, start with any 
participant and ask for one idea or contribution. Write it on the 
flipchart and go to the next participant, continuing around the group 
until you’ve heard from everyone. Ask the participants to eliminate 
duplicates as they occur, so you are always receiving new 
contributions. Go back to the first contributor for the next idea, 
continuing until you have received the entire group’s input. 

• Learning statements —To help participants transfer learning,
periodically ask them to record the things they’ve learned in a journal
or notebook. Using the phrases, “I learned that...” and “I learned that
I...” encourages participants to “own” and “take responsibility for”
things they’re learning.

• Action idea lists—This is another tool to help participants formalize
the things they are learning and want to act upon. Ask them to label a
page “action ideas.” Then stop periodically during the program to ask
them to write down the things they’ve learned that they want to take
action on. You can ask them to do this task as a learning group or team
to broaden the participation. This tool keeps key ideas and tools fresh,
legitimizes the tools, and reinforces learning through repetition and
discussion.

• Question-and-answer exchange—This highly adaptable structure
encourages idea-sharing and mutual support among participants. Ask
the participants to “write a question you'd like to have answered, and
put your name on the card.” Pick the cards up, shuffle them, and
redistribute them. Tell them, “Write an answer for the question on the
card you’re holding now.” Pick them up, shuffle them, and
redistribute them again for another answer. Return them to the
original questioner.

• Cybernetics session—This is a structured discussion organized
around specific topics or problems. The mix of participants is
constantly changed through a pre-session scheduling process.
Participants move through a series of focused discussions with the
mix of participants changing at each group station. Changes are
orchestrated so that each group retains one participant from the
previous session to fill the new group in on previous discussions.
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Each session builds on the previous discussion with the addition of 
fresh perspectives and ideas.  

The “churn” of the groups is intended to protect participants from 
getting locked into dysfunctional dynamics, which can happen if 
someone is stuck in a group with a difficult personality. Cybernetics 
sessions create energetic discussions that can quickly result in a large 
number of new and rich ideas. 

• Mini-versities—Many conferences are built using this model.
Concurrent sessions are held during specified time periods. The
sessions are “published” formally or informally, and participants
“vote with their feet,” attending the sessions that appeal to their needs.
This model is also easily adapted to smaller, informal settings. It is a
simple matter to generate a list of offerings from participants. The
sessions are scheduled in available meeting locations and time blocks.
Participant presenters advertise their offering and then the participants
go to the sessions that they believe most closely address their needs
and wants. This model is an excellent way to set up peer training
opportunities. It can be done with a minimum of pre-work. To make it
even more effective, ask each participant to come prepared with a
topic, related handouts, and whatever else they need. Participants can
offer their topics early in the program during a short session attended
by all. After the available topics have been “advertised,” participants
create their own schedule and attend the offerings that they find most
desirable.

• Milling—Milling can be used to encourage a series of brief one-on-one
conversations, role plays, or data-gathering opportunities in small- or
large-group events. “Mills” create immediate energy because
participants must get up and move around the room while interacting
with different individuals. The chaos that emerges through the lack of
structure contributes to the excitement. Ice breakers and energizers can
often be done in a mill. For example, “During the next ten minutes I’d
like you to meet with at least five different people and find out the
three things that each of them most wants to learn.”

• Art gallery—Tell participants, “Draw a picture of the organization as
you want it to be.” Or tell them, “As a team, build a model of
‘teamwork.’ ” After the product(s) are complete, invite all participants
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to rather around each piece, art-gallery fashion, while the artist(s) 
“interprets” the piece for the rest of the group.  

• Information scavenger hunts—These activities create a team
competition by using a scavenger-hunt format as a learning tool. The
event can be set up in specific time frames or within certain
geographic boundaries and can focus on training topics.

• Application goals—You can encourage participants to take
responsibility for their learning by asking them to write specific goals
that apply the things they have learned during the program. Asking
the participants to “go public” with specific commitments to their
managers and/or to the other participants turns the session’s
effectiveness up a notch. For example, “Within the next two weeks I
will...”

• Brain teasers—Brain teasers can be used as quick team problem-
solving activities. They encourage participation and often raise the
group’s energy as well. See the activity, Team Twisters.

• Brief demonstration—Participants often experience and relate to a
concrete demonstration in a more personal manner than they do to a
lecture on an abstract concept. For example, you can talk to
participants about the difficulty of adapting to change, but if you
demonstrate it by doing the activity, Polishing the Hubbell, it has a
much more significant impact.

• Tell a provocative story—Telling a story that evokes a strong personal
reaction can be an excellent way to address topics like perception or
personal values and their impact on business decisions.

• Learning contracts or development plans—These tools build
commitment to learning and development through personal
involvement and planning. It is common today for organizations to
use the performance planning and review process as a tool to
encourage personal development planning. After a discussion about
performance, discussion centers on areas for future development for
career enhancement. The employee creates a formal contract or
development plan after the review. The development plan provides
focus for future development of the employee. Personal contribution
to the plan results in enhanced motivation to improve.
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• Learning games—Common board games or game-show structures can
be adapted to accommodate training subject matter. The format allows
for fun while participants learn. Trivia, Bingo, and Jeopardy are
widely used formats for training.

• Visualization/fantasy—Guided fantasy or visualization can be an
excellent tool to involve participants in thoughts and feelings about
some event or desired outcome. See the activity, Group Vision, for an
example.

• Questionnaires/surveys/polling—Each is a method for organizing
thought, discussion, and action. They give participants a focus for
their thought and a way to register their opinions for discussion and
potential action. Questionnaires and surveys generally provide the
added dimension of anonymous response. Polling is often done in a
more open format.

• Feedback forms—Feedback may be requested in very simple and
straightforward feedback questions such as these: What worked? What
didn’t work? What suggestions would you make for improvement?
Feedback may also be requested in more elaborate ways. The key is
that participants will feel more ownership for something they have
helped to create. You can request feedback about countless
dimensions of training and organizational efforts.

• Assigned information gathering—You can add immediacy and reality
to the training topic or event by asking participants to prepare a case
for other participants to use in a training setting, or by asking them to
interview a customer prior to, or during, the training program.

• Assign a participant to lead an activity—You may ask a participant or
a team to run a “mini-versity,” to make a presentation, or to take
responsibility for a segment of the program. People often learn best
when they are teaching others.

• Give participants a definite task—Some participants may be reluctant
to speak up in a group spontaneously, but if you give them a specific
task to accomplish they will participate more comfortably. For
example, “Have a discussion with your partner about...” or “Rank
order these items individually...”
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• Energizers/ice breakers—These structured approaches to interaction
raise participant energy levels, introduce playfulness into the
program, and help create participant readiness for learning. The
activities, Mob Scene Energizers, are examples of this approach to
participant involvement.

• T charts—This technique encourages thought on both sides of an issue
or discussion. To create a T chart, draw a T on a piece of flip chart
paper, then draw a plus sign (+) on one side and draw a minus sign (-)
on the other. Invite participants to tell you the “good news” and the
“bad news” about the issue or topic.

Summary 

There are many valid reasons to create maximum participant involvement in your 
training. When participants are involved, their learning is easier, they value the 
program more, they feel a sense of ownership, and they have more fun. These 
approaches are “tried and true” techniques for generating participant involvement in 
training. There are many more approaches that work just as well. Your imagination is 
the only limit. 
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Group Leaders 

What Group Leaders Can Do for You 

Group leaders may be selected from among your participants to help you with the 
following responsibilities: 

• Facilitate the group’s discussion or activity.

• Record the group’s output on flip charts or overhead transparencies
(view graphs).

• Give a group summary or presentation.

• Represent the group or their views in an intergroup discussion or
negotiation.

• Get participants back from breaks on time.

Options for Selecting Group Leaders 

Use one of the following methods to choose your group leaders: 

• Select team leaders in advance and mark their name tags or place
cards.

• Have participants stack hands in the middle of your table. The
facilitator selects the position of the hand in the stack. For example,
“The third hand from the bottom is the leader.” (Source: Joe Cascarelli)

• Tell the group, “All point at your next leader on the count of three.
One, two_”

• Ask for a volunteer to stand up. The first person up from each team is
your volunteer. Then, ask your volunteers to lay a hand on the
shoulder of a person to the right or left of them. This person is your
next group leader. (Source: Lynn Solem, Creative Training Techniques
International)

• Toss the ball to the next leader, presenter, etc.

• Find the individual whose birthday is earliest or latest in the year.
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Building Groups

In addition to selecting the proper activities and content to address learning objectives, 
it is important to consider the ideal “mix” of participants to maximize the potential of 
the learning experience. By considering the stage of group development and the 
corresponding group needs, (Jones and Bearley, 1985) you can plan appropriate 
activities and groupings to build a safe and productive learning environment. Group 
arrangements can be used in a training setting for many legitimate purposes, a few of 
which are to:  

• Build new relationships.

• Support the development of new perspectives.

• Create “safety.”

• Initiate and foster self-disclosure.

• Build energy.

• Build coalitions.

• Create identity.

• Have fun.

• Promote risk taking.

• Create opportunities to give and receive feedback.

• Enhance creativity.

• Create community.

• Generate alternatives.

• Build consensus.

• Solve problems.
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Conversely, if the facilitator doesn’t give consideration to participant grouping, a 
number of dynamics can negatively impact the session and undermine its potential 
effectiveness. 

Potential Problems From Inappropriate Groupings 

Participants have a tendency to seek out the people they know and are most 
comfortable with when confronted with a new or unfamiliar setting.  

This generally results in people with similar functional responsibilities getting together 
with friends who are often of similar age, gender, race, and viewpoints. If there is 
resistance to an idea or to the session as a whole, there is more opportunity for the 
“friends” to collude to undermine the session objectives. If there are old problems in 
existing relationships, it is difficult for participants to break out of tired relationship 
patterns.  

In these homogeneous groupings, it is also harder for participants to experiment with 
new ideas and behavior because the people sitting next to them know how they would 
“really act” in that situation. For these reasons, it is often helpful to build 
heterogeneous groups in training programs.  

Heterogeneous Groups 

Heterogeneous groups are made diverse by mixing gender, job function, geographic 
location, business unit or division, national origin, race, job level, age, etc. Any time 
you are trying to promote new ideas, diversity of thought, and creativity in general, a 
heterogeneous group will help break existing patterns. Heterogeneous groups are also 
the quickest way to build new connections and relationships in an organization or 
group. 

Pre-planned Groupings 

Any time you group participants to meet a particular learning objective or purpose, it 
is important that your rationale be “above board.” Participants also will respond more 
positively to your group arrangements if you “go public” with your reasons for 
arranging groups or assigning seating. For example, “In order to help us to build new 
relationships and to learn from those we don’t work with on a regular basis, I have pre-
planned our groupings. I have attempted to put groups together by mixing functions, 
job level, and gender.”  
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Another approach is to form a committee of participants and have them form the 
subgroups. Give them guidelines, including the instruction that they may not form a 
group that consists of their committee. They must divide themselves among the groups 
using the same criteria that they create for everyone else.  

Here are some other ways that groups may be assembled for learning purposes. 

• Same gender, function, race, age range, or personality type

• Mixed gender, job function, race, national origin, or personality type

• Diagonal slice of the organization—a “representative sample” of an organization
created by mixing levels, functions, gender, geographic locations, etc.

• Same office location, geographic region, or business unit

• Mixed geographic region, office location, or business units

• Controlled heterogeneity—the maximum division of participants with the criteria
that no one should be left feeling alone or apart. For example, if there are only two
members of a particular race or nationality, they would be placed in the same group
so that they would not feel alone.

Group Size 

Groups may be divided into any of the following configurations. Examples of when 
you might use each size are also listed. 

• Dyads—Use pairs for role plays or for introductions.

• Triads—Use groups of three for role plays. Two people play the roles and one
observes.

• Learning groups or teams (generally 5 to 8 participants)—This group size works
well for small-group discussions. One member may then report out to the whole
group.

• Natural work teams or groups—Use intact groups or teams when you’re trying to
improve the functioning of that specific unit.
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• Mob Scenes—bringing the “whole system” into the room. Planning meetings and
change efforts are now conducted with 500 to 1500 people at once. While there are
many complexities involved with conducting a session with these numbers, the
payoff comes with a much simpler implementation. This is attributed to the
“ownership” that comes with participation in the planning effort. Another factor is
the opportunity for all participants to hear the same messages at the same time.

Group Assignments 

Inform your participants of their group assignments by using any of the following 
methods: 

• Place named table tents at designated locations.

• Post a chart with team names next to tables.

• Color code name tags and corresponding tables.

• Write a table number or table name on each name tag. Note: You may also write
codes on name tags to represent a series of group changes throughout a program.

Ways To Form Groups Spontaneously 

As an alternative to pre-planning your groups, you may wish to form your groups 
spontaneously. Following are a number of ways to do this. 

• Give one of the following directions:

q “Find four people in the room whose birthdays (month and day) are 
closest to yours.” 

q “Find two people in the room whose eyes are the same color as yours.” 

q “Find three people in the room whose shoes are the same color as yours.” 

q “Count off by threes.” (Or fours, or sixes—the number of groups you 
want.) 

q “Find a person in the room whose thumb is the same size as yours.” 

q “Find two people who have the same number of children as you do.” 
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q “Find three people who are wearing a piece of clothing that is the same 
color as a piece of your clothing.” 

q “Find two people with the same birth sign as yours.” 

q “Find three people who have at least one interest in common with you 
(for example, music, nature, or sports).” 

• Arrange names alphabetically and place a range of the alphabet in each group.

• Have people line up by the amount of risk they like to take. (Arbitrarily assign high
risk to one side of the room and low risk to the other side.) Group the same parts of
the line together. You’ll end up with groups made up of people who perceive that
they have a similar orientation towards risk.

• Pre-print cards with characters from well-known movies or music groups. (The
number of characters printed for each movie should equal the group size you want.)
Distribute the cards at random and then have participants find the other characters
who fit with their movie or group.

• Pre-print cards with lines from well-known songs, poetry, or nursery rhymes.
Distribute them and have participants find one another.

• Humdinger, (Pfeiffer and Jones, 1974)—Write the lyrics to several commonly known
songs on slips of paper. Songs like “Row, row, row your boat,” and “Mary had a
little lamb” work well. The number of songs should equal the number of groups
you want. Give each participant a slip of paper with a song title on it and tell them
to hum the song. While humming, they should find all of the other people who are
humming the same song.

• Two, Four, Eight, (Pfeiffer and Jones, 1974)—Tell participants to find a partner to
form a dyad. Each dyad invites another dyad to join them to create a quartet. Each
quartet invites another quartet to from a group of eight (octet).
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While these techniques may appear to be “nonsense” ways to form groups, they 
actually make grouping much easier than the standard “take a look around and find 
two people that you want to work with for the next activity.” Finding someone to work 
with in a training session can bring back uncomfortable feelings from grade school 
about picking the most popular person to be on your team, or getting picked versus 
not getting picked.  

These techniques also alleviate the fear that (if a man approaches a woman or vice 
versa) the other person will think “I’m coming on to him or her.” You should be 
cautious however that the “cuteness” of your methodology does not get in the way of 
the event. Use discretion and be purposeful as you select ways to form groups. 
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Using Audiovisual and Training Aids 

Thomas Edison once said, “Genius is one percent inspiration, and 99 percent 
perspiration.” This formula applies to “genius” in training as well. With appropriate 
preparation and some knowledge about using audiovisual and training aids, you can 
significantly improve your training effectiveness.  

The following is designed to give you some tips on effective utilization of audiovisual 
and training aids. The first section focuses on important information about using 
computer-generated visual support materials (overhead transparencies and 35mm 
slides.) Next, you’ll find some key ideas about the effective use of flip charts. Finally, 
you’ll find information about setting up your training room to create an environment in 
which your audiovisual materials can effectively work. 

Computer-Generated Visual Support 

A 1986 study by Vogel, Dickson, and Lehman states, “You can boost a presentation’s 
effectiveness by as much as 43 percent using computer-generated visual support.” 
Effective use of visual support improves the audience’s attention, comprehension, 
agreement, retention, and action response. Effectiveness in this study was defined as 
“taking action.” In other words, you as a trainer can get as much as 43 percent more 
post training action if you use computer-generated visual support than if you use no 
visual support. This study also indicated that effective visual support results in an 
improved perception of the presenter. Specifically, the presenter appears to be: 

• Clearer

• More concise

• More professional

• More persuasive

• More interesting

• Better at using supporting data

With the wide availability of presentation software packages that contain 
professionally designed “templates,” it is simple to develop attractive and effective 
slides and overheads.  
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Guidelines for Creating Visual Supports 

Here are some points you should know about producing and using effective visual 
supports. 

• Keep your slides or transparencies simple—no more than six to eight lines of text
per slide or transparency.

• Use large, easy-to-read type—24-point type at a minimum.

• Color has a much greater impact on your audience than black and white. With the
widespread availability of color printers and copy machines, it is easy and
inexpensive to produce attractive, color visuals.

• Presenters using 35mm slides are perceived as more professional, but less clear and
less interesting than those who use overheads. This is primarily because slides
easily “wash out” if lighting conditions are difficult to control.

• To work effectively, slides must be high resolution, and the room must be nearly
dark.

When Using Visuals 

• Make sure you maintain eye contact with your audience; don’t read your
presentation from the screen.

• Make sure your slides or transparencies are in focus.

• Make sure your image is well positioned on the screen.

• Turn off the projector when changing transparencies so you don’t blind your
audience with the projector’s light.

• Use clip art selectively and carefully. It can add interest, but it can also make the
message harder to interpret, and less clear.

Well-done graphic support can only help your presentation. A “typical” presenter 
using effective visuals has nothing to lose, and can be perceived to be as effective as a 
better presenter using no visuals.  
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The Effective Use of Flip Charts 

Here are some thoughts about the effective use of flip charts as a visual support tool. 
Use flip charts in the following situations: 

• To display data that was collected before or during the program

• To get participants “involved” in the program through discussion, brainstorming,
and drawing

• To display information that needs to be visible throughout the program, for
example, objectives, design/agenda, and ground rules

• To record significant ideas or issues that occurs during the program

• To present facts or concepts

• To compile action lists

• To record or “scrimmage with” ideas

• To create visual support for presentations “on the fly”

What’s In It for You To Use Flip Charts? 

Here are some thoughts about why you might want to use flip charts. 

• You can create or change charts as needed. You aren’t “locked into” the content as
you are with slides or overheads.

• They help focus the attention of the group.

• They help to maintain focus, discipline, and pace.

• Charts create a sense of direction and accomplishment during the session.

• They provide a group memory and prevent important facts and feelings from
slipping away.

• They can be used to establish individual or group responsibility for action items.
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• They validate and legitimize participant thoughts and feelings.

• They can be torn off and taken with you.

Some Thoughts About Using Charts Effectively 

These are some ideas that will enhance your effectiveness at using flip charts. 

• When you finish with an activity at the chart pad, always leave a clean, blank page
to minimize distraction as you move to the next activity.

• Use masking tape or tape flags to mark the location of prepared charts in the pad.

• When you uncover a prepared chart, read through all of the points contained on the
chart and then go back and expand on each point as needed.

• Fold the bottom of the chart up over itself and tape it to “hide” its contents until you
are ready to present it. “Reveal” the information on the chart by pulling the tape tab
down when you’re ready to use the chart.

• Reveal the page by moving the bottom of the page down, one point at a time.

• Print boldly and legibly. Use large block letters—both upper- and lower-case. They
are easier to read than all-capital letters.

• Point to your chart to help participants follow your discussion and to focus their
attention.

• Make the chart pad visible and available to everyone.

• Stand to one side while you write, and try not to turn your back to participants.

• Record comments in the words of the contributor—don’t edit or rephrase people’s
contributions.

• Use abbreviations when possible.

• Use dark colors (black, purple, blue, green, and brown) to record key points. Use
other colors (red, orange, and yellow) only as accent colors.

• Underline or circle key points for emphasis.
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Setting Up Your Training Room 

You can’t make effective use of your visuals without paying attention to other 
administrivia. This section will cover seating and setup as well as organizing your 
visual support for personal effectiveness. 

Seating and Setup 

• Set up and check out your room well before the start of the session. Make sure it’s
clean and set to your specifications.

• Go through all of your break times, meeting room setups, meals and other logistical
arrangements with the conference personnel before the session begins. It’s amazing
how often well intentioned conference staff will interrupt you in your presentation
to get a “meal count” or to make an announcement. Be sure to find out how to get
help from conference personnel on a moment’s notice.

• Make sure that any rental equipment is scheduled to arrive with time to spare. Insist
on meeting with the audiovisual staff personally. Make sure they test everything on
site. Don’t let them “dump it and run.”

• If your training is dependent upon computers, printers, overhead projection
equipment, or large screen projection equipment, make sure the equipment is set
up and tested in your training room.

• Arrange seating so that the entrance to the room is at the rear. There will be less
disruption if participants need to step out to use the rest room. If you must have
food and drinks in the room, they should be placed at the rear of the room.

• If there are windows, arrange seating so the windows are at your participants’
backs. This will minimize distraction from activity or movement outside.

• Set the room so that all participants must sit at participant tables. Don’t make chairs
available at the back of the room.

• Arrange participant seating so that all participants feel like part of the session. No
“orphan” tables in the back of the room.

• All tables should be draped with clean linens, and all participant materials,
notebooks, pencils, should be neatly placed on the tables.
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• Create name tents or name tags for participants, and position them in an obvious
location—either at the registration table, or at participant seats if you choose to
arrange groups in advance.

Organizing Your Equipment and Supplies 

• Set the front of the room so it works for you. Arrange the position of flip charts,
overhead projectors, and screens so that they are in a familiar and functional place
for you. If you will be moving your overhead projector, place tape on the floor to
mark its position.

• Set up and test your audio and video equipment in advance. Be sure to have extra
bulbs for projectors and extra batteries for tape machines, remote slide changers,
and wireless microphones. If you are unfamiliar with any of the equipment, be sure
to learn how to use it before the session begins.

• Cue your videos and set the proper volume in advance so that when you introduce
the segment and turn it on, it begins immediately.

• Tape down electrical cords and slide changer cords with duct tape, so that you and
your participants won’t trip over them.

• Arrange your materials and handouts in a convenient location so that you can easily
pick them up and distribute them. Keep your materials covered or hidden until
you’re ready to use them.

• Test the lighting to ensure that your visuals will be visible to participants. Mark
switches—with masking tape or tape flags—that you’ll need to operate flawlessly.
Sometimes “creative switching” is necessary such as unscrewing or disconnecting
bulbs that aren’t switched.

• Arrange to have someone handle the lights if they are sitting near the switch.
Establish a signal, and do a quick “run through” before the session begins.

• Test your slides or transparencies in advance. Make sure you have them in order
and ready to go.
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Determining the Appropriate Size and Placement of Your Screen 

• Make sure your visuals can be seen by every participant. Here are some guidelines
for determining screen size and height for slides, overheads, or computer-generated
images:

q In order for participants to see an image on a screen in a classroom or theater-
style seating arrangement, the screen must be at least four feet high. If it is 
lower, only the participants in the front will have an unobstructed view. 

q You can determine how high the bottom of the screen must be set by 
determining how many feet the last row of participants will be sitting from 
the front row. For every 15 feet of separation between the front and the last 
row, the bottom of the screen must be placed 4 inches higher.  

q For example, let’s say that you are presenting to a large group, and the last 
row (or table) of participants will be seated 30 feet behind the first row of 
participants. The bottom of your screen must be 4 feet, 8 inches high. (4 
inches for each 15 feet from the front to the back row, plus the 4-foot 
minimum height from the floor.)  

q You can use the same formula to estimate the ceiling height you’ll need to 
project a full-sized image on your screen. First, use the formula to figure how 
high the bottom of your screen must be set in order to be seen by all 
participants. Next, add the desired screen image height to the height of your 
screen and you’ll arrive at the necessary ceiling height to accommodate your 
needs.  

q Using the example above, if you want to project a 9-foot image (9 x 12 screen), 
you’ll need a 14-foot ceiling (13 feet, 8 inches to be exact). 

Other “Things That Matter” 

• Locate phones, rest rooms, and smoking areas so that you can adequately orient
participants to the program and the facility. Arrange to have messages or faxes
posted on a bulletin board outside the meeting room. Participants should not be
interrupted by calls during the session unless the calls are emergencies.

• Ensure the availability of plenty of drinking water and clean drinking glasses for
participants. Water should be at each table or at a “break table” in the back of the
room.
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Summary 

With a little bit of knowledge about using audiovisual support materials, and a lot of 
planning and effort, you can look like a pro and make everything work the way it’s 
supposed to. It takes a lot of work to make it look effortless. Follow these guidelines 
and you will take another step toward “rave reviews.” 
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Preparing Visual Presentations 

Well-designed visual support materials, such as overhead transparencies (view graphs) 
and slides, add to your credibility as a trainer. You appear to be more professional, 
better prepared, and clearer in your presentation. With properly designed visuals you 
can also

• Significantly increase your audience’s ability to recall your message.

• Ensure that your key points are highlighted.

• Guide your audience, step by step, to the desired conclusion.

When designing visuals, consider the following guidelines. 

Calculate Your Projected Symbol Size 

The quality and appearance of your overhead transparencies or slides are irrelevant, if 
participants can’t see or read the information from every location in the room. Use this 
formula to determine the most readable size for your text and other visual symbols: 

Multiply the distance (in feet) from your projection screen to last row of 
participants by .04 for minimal symbol height (in inches).  

For example, if there is a distance of 25 feet from your screen to your last 
row or table of participants, apply the formula as follows: 25 feet x .04 = 
1.00 inch the minimal projected symbol size in this situation is one inch.  

Use Color Wisely 

Color adds punch to your presentation and makes your visuals more persuasive than 
black and white visuals do. However, there are some “down sides” to using color, 
particularly if you use it inappropriately. Here are some guidelines for using color 
effectively in your visuals.  

• You should not use more than three colors in a slide or overhead transparency. The
colors will clash with your primary message.
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• Imagine that participants are color-blind. While color should add to the impact of
your message, the message should not be totally dependent on the color to carry the
message.

For example, don’t count on participants to be able to interpret your use of the color
blue in your visual to convey a “calm, collected” communication.

• Don’t use the color red in limited light. It will “wash out” more easily than a darker,
primary color, such as blue or green.

• Use light colors for emphasis.

• Be aware of the following color connotations:

q Red connotes danger, heat, or excitement.

q Blue connotes coolness, calmness, or trust.

q Yellow makes things highly visible, alerts people, or centers people’s attention.

q Green is calming, nurturing, or indicates growth.

q Gray can mean quiet, conservative, or stable.

Use Charts and Graphs 

Use analog visuals and follow these guidelines to increase the likelihood that the 
audience will recall your message:  

• Label curves and shaded areas.

• Write text horizontally, not vertically.

• Make numbers easy to read.

• Annotate your chart to make your point.

• Use the appropriate type of chart:

q Line charts for trends

q Bar charts for absolute data
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q Pie charts for percentages 

q Area charts for comparisons 

Avoid Overusing Capital Letters 

THIS IS HARDER TO READ than this is. 

Make Certain Your Key Points Are Highlighted. 

• State your key points at the beginning and end of your presentation.

• Use thesis statements. Help participants to arrive at the conclusion you want to
drive home.

Grab Audience Attention 

Your audience’s attention is greatest at the beginning and at the end of your 
presentation. 

Consider These Key Points 

• Place only one objective on a screen.

• Do not clutter your visuals with too many points, words, or images.

• Be consistent within a series.

• Avoid small thin type. (Avoid small thin type.)

• Use contrasting color. The contrast will help your message stand out, rather than
blending into the background.

Summary 

To create effective visuals, remember these general guidelines. Your presentation will 
carry more clout and you’ll be perceived as more professional. Most I importantly, you 
will get more action from your participants. 
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Presentation Planning 

Making presentations to groups and audiences requires careful preparation. It is 
important to project an image of being prepared and to use methods that evoke interest 
and maintain rapport. Style—as well as content—is important in ensuring the success 
of your presentation  

A Five-Step Model 

The following Presentation Planning Model includes step-by-step strategies for gaining 
audience attention, keeping them actively involved, and influencing their thinking and 
behavior. 

The model consists of five sequential steps. It is graphically depicted as a triangle. The 
first step is at the base of the figure. This illustrates the basic importance of getting your 
audience “on track” before delivering your message.  

I. Getting the Audience on Track

II. Objectives and Overview

III. Cognitive Input

IV. Summary

V. Challenge

The Presentation Planning Model 
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The Five Steps 

First, you must get your audience’s attention and get them thinking with you. 
Techniques to accomplish this are called “hooks.” Second, tell them what you are going 
to cover and why. This means spelling out your objectives and giving them a topical 
overview. Third, it is imperative that you keep them with you through the body of 
your content. Techniques for this step are called “punches.” Fourth, it is highly 
advantageous to reiterate your key points and to provide perspective. This is “tying 
ribbons around the content.” Finally, you want to leave them eager to take the next 
steps. This means challenging your audience to apply your points for more effective 
behavior. This is the “So what? Now what?” step. 

The five steps are summarized in the following strategy statements: 

1. Hook: Use creative beginnings to prepare the audience.

2. Orient: Show your objectives and overview continuously.

3. Input: Add punch to your presentation with experiential activities.

4. Summarize: Show the key points in perspective.

5. Challenge: Push the audience to do something differently as a result of your input.

The following worksheets contain a step-by-step process for planning oral 
presentations using the Presentation Planning Model. Use these worksheets to develop 
detailed plans for an exciting talk in front of a group:  

• One worksheet for each of the five steps

• A Presentation Plan worksheet to pull all your ideas together

• A Presentation Style Planning worksheet to help you plan how to “come across”

• A Presentation Critique Worksheet to solicit feedback from your colleagues or your
audience after your presentation
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1. Hook: Use Creative Beginnings

Your first step is to “hook” the audience’s attention and get them thinking about your 
topic. Chose hooks from among the following list to use in creating your beginning: 

q Energizers—These activities usually are fun, and they often entail physical 
movement. Although they are often content-free, they prepare participants for a 
period of seated work.  

q Imagination—This is a “closed-eye” process in which you paint a word picture: 
“Picture this...” 

q Position Statement—Solicit sub-topics from the audience, then have contributors 
stand and give brief presentations on the topics they submitted. 

q Self-Rating—Invite members of the audience to rate themselves on some aspect of 
what you are going to present, such as their confidence in themselves on the subject. 

q Associations—Invite free-associations from the audience on your topic. This gives 
you a sense of the audience, and it encourages the participants to connect with the 
topic. A simple approach is to label a flip chart (for example, “Conflict is....”) and 
record the spontaneous responses of participants. 

q T-Chart—Write a large T on a flip chart or white board and then record two 
categories of response to a question. For example, write “The good news” and “The 
bad news,” and then post the participants’ reactions to the topic. 

q +/-/?—This expanded T-chart includes three categories. Make three columns on flip 
chart paper, headed with the symbols “+,” “-” and “?” The participants make notes 
about their thoughts and feelings toward the topic and then called them out. Post 
their responses in the appropriate column on the flip chart. 

q “Right Now I_”—Solicit statements from the participants beginning with the 
phrase, “Right now I_” Variations include, ”Right now I’m thinking_,” Right now 
I’m feeling_,” and “Right now I'm imagining...” 

Notes: 
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2. Orient: Display Objectives and Overview

Here you make a clear and succinct statement of what you are attempting to accomplish 
and how you are going to do it. This orients your audience and gives them a reason for 
becoming involved. Consider these points when planning this step: 

q Limits—More than three objectives are too many. 

q Benefits—Stress benefits to the audience for becoming actively involved in your 
topic. “Here’s what’s in it for you.” 

q Show and Tell—Present the objectives and the overview (outline) visually, 
using posters, slides, flipcharts, or overhead transparencies. 

q Display—Post your objectives and overview where your audience can see them 
throughout your presentation. 

q Flowchart—Show the overview in “topic-flow” form. (e.g., which topic will be 
covered first, second, etc.) 

q Teeing Up—This portion of your presentation should elicit positive 
expectations. It should capture their interest and get them ready to listen. 

Notes: 
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3. Input: Add “Punch” With Experiential Activities

This step covers the “beef” or body of your presentation. However, don’t become so 
involved in covering your subject that you lose your audience in the process. Keep 
their attention by using appropriate audiovisual aids. Ideas for creating a dialogue 
with the audience and keeping them actively involved are listed below. These 
techniques, known as “punches,” add clarity and relevance to your presentation. 

q Soliciting Examples—Ask the audience for examples rather than providing them 
yourself. 

q Interviews—Direct members of the audience to “compare notes” with a partner 
from time to time during your input. 

q Right-Left Comparisons—Instruct people to test their reactions with people to 
their left and right (or front and back). 

q Synonyms—Ask the audience for “street-language” alternatives to technical 
language or jargon. 

q Checking understanding—Test the audience’s understanding by asking from 
time to time, “What do you hear me saying?” You can then handle distortions, 
misinterpretations, and omissions before continuing your conceptual input. 

q Press Conference—Invite participants to act as reporters at a news conference 
and pose questions on the points you’ve covered, or on the next sub-topic before 
you begin your presentation. 

q Temperature Check—Go around the room, inviting participants to complete 
sentences that begin with “Right now I’m_” (_thinking_, _feeling_, _concerned 
about_, etc.) 

Notes: 
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4. Summarize: Show the Key Points in Perspective

This is where you put your presentation into perspective and “set up” your challenges. 
Once again your presentation should be visual, to add impact and to reinforce the inter 
relatedness of the content. The following ideas can be helpful in planning this step: 

q Question-and-Answer Period—Members of the audience can “rehearse” their 
questions with each other before asking them. You may give them the main 
reason for asking—they have a sincere desire for information.  

q Quiz—Use this technique with caution because it can cause the audience to view 
you as a “teacher.” Give your audience an oral, posted, or printed quiz based on 
the concepts presented. Individuals respond to the items, compare their answers 
with each other, and discuss any disagreements with you. 

q Statements—Invite the audience to make declarative statements to you and to 
the group. Then, direct a discussion of the points raised. This method requires 
some patience since many participants have been conditioned to look to the 
“expert” for meaning rather than to look within themselves for meaningful 
reactions. 

q Cases, Role Plays, and Skill Practice—Form subgroups to conduct role plays or 
to work on case studies. Provide your own demonstration of how a concept 
applies, or structure situations so that you provide opportunities to “try on” 
effective behaviors. These activities “nail down” your presentation before you 
challenge the audience. 

Notes: 
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5. Challenge: Push Your Audience

If your topic is worth presenting, it is worth challenging the audience to motivate them 
toward more effective behavior. This is the step that you have been leading up to. Here 
is your “punch line”; don’t let your presentation “dribble off the edge of the table.” 
Challenge the audience to strive for increased effectiveness. Here are some ideas for 
planning this final step: 

q Cases, Role Plays, and Skill Practice—Form subgroups to conduct role plays 
or Show—Show the participants the implications of what you have 
presented. 

q Tell—Tell them what the best applications of your presentation would look 
like. 

q Lift—Lift their sights. Show them what is possible. Give them a vision. 

q Lead—Lead them logically (and psychologically) to the next step. 

Notes: 
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Presentation Plan 

Use this page to summarize what you have planned so far for your presentation. It 
often helps to see it all on one page. 

1. Hook: Use Creative Beginnings

2. Orient: Show Your Objectives and Overview

3. Input: Add “Punch” With Experiential Activities

4. Summarize: Show the Key Points in Perspective

5. Challenge: Push Your Audience
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Presentation Style Planning 

Use these pages to make notes on how you want to “come across” during your 
presentation. The following twelve dimensions are instructive, not exhaustive. Their 
purpose is to help you plan how to adapt your personal manner to your objectives for 
this audience at this time. Consider each aspect of style and make notes to yourself on 
how you want to appear during the presentation. 

�  You as a Person—Let the audience get to know you while they learn. 

�  Conviction—Show them that you believe in what you are saying. 

�  Voice Modulation—Vary the pitch and loudness of your voice. 

�  Audiovisual Aids—Use posters, overhead transparencies, slides, movies, 
audiotapes, videotapes, and computer-assisted presentations. 

�  Anecdotes—Tell stories to illustrate points. 

�  Examples—Give concrete illustrations from your own experience. 

�  Humor—Use appropriate jokes and mannerisms. 

�  Physical Movement—Move around in front of the audience. 
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�  Audience Involvement—Keep the audience with you through dialog and 
experiential activities. 

�  Creation of Excitement—Show enthusiasm and engender it within the audience. 

�  Handling of Questions—Use the audience and your own expertise to find answers. 

�  Overall Creativity—Do this presentation in a way that intrigues both you and your 
participants.  

Notes: 
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Presentation Critique 

Presenter:____________________________ Observer:_________________________ 

Instructions: Rate and comment on each of the steps of the presentation and the presenter’s style. In the 
column marked “Rating,” indicate the effectiveness of the presentation on a ten-point scale, where 1 is 
extremely poor and 5 is extremely good. Make a “Helpful Comment” on any step or on any aspect of the 
presenter’s style. 

Five-Step Model Rating Helpful Comments  

1. Use Creative Beginnings _____ ______________________________ 

2. Show Objectives and Overview _____ ______________________________ 

3. Add Punch With Experiential
Activities _____ ______________________________ 

4. Show the Key Points
in Perspective _____ ______________________________ 

5. Push the Audience _____ ______________________________ 

Presenter Style Rating Helpful Comments  

A. Showing Self as a Person _____ ______________________________ 

B. Conviction _____ ______________________________ 

C. Voice Modulation _____ ______________________________ 

D. Use of Audiovisual Aids _____ ______________________________ 

E. Anecdotes _____ ______________________________ 

F. Examples _____ ______________________________ 

G. Humor _____ ______________________________ 

H. Physical Movement _____ ______________________________ 

I. Audience Involvement _____ ______________________________ 

J. Creation of Excitement _____ ______________________________ 

K. Handling of Questions _____ ______________________________ 

L. Overall Creativity _____ ______________________________ 
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Leaky Language 
or “How to Throw Away Your Verbal Power” 

“Well, we sort of interviewed employees in the pilot project, I mean, and they, kind of like told us, that it 
was going really well, and that one of the things they liked about it was the, sort of, real-life activities we 
do, you know?”  

This statement is representative of “leaky language” that is too common in training, and in general 
business situations today. It clouds communication, and trivializes—discounts—otherwise talented 
professionals and their points of view. “Leaky language” is “non language” that is commonly used to 
preface, fill in, or punctuate our messages. Specific words and phrases that discount change with trends 
in our culture. Their use starts out as “novel” and soon becomes an annoying habit, interjected without 
thought. Words or phrases that are “thrown in” as a way to get started or to fill in spaces between 
thoughts fit into this category: “Like, you know, we were...” 

Leaky language is often used as a way to indirectly “float” your opinion, thoughts, or feelings. The leaky 
language softens your opinion or the statement, making it seem less risky. It gives you a “way out.” 
Phrases like “I guess,” “kind of,” or “sort of” all convey that you really don’t have much confidence in 
your opinion and therefore, you should not be held to it. 

Here are some common phrases and “punctuation” that discount: 

Leaky Phrases Leaky “Punctuation” 

I guess... ...you know 

I mean... _uhh, ahh 

Maybe... _kind of thing 

Just... _eh? 

Only... _no? 

But... (or yes, but...) _well 

Sort of... _let’s see 

It’s like... _then 

Kind of... _like 
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And stuff like that... _well 

Again... _huh 

One of the things... _like that 

Very... 

Lots... 

Kind of like... 

Really... 

Try... 

The objective is not to appear to “know it all.” And, you don’t want to represent yourself as an expert if 
you’re not, or to “bluff” and appear more knowledgeable and certain than you are. The point is to 
represent yourself and your message fully. Communicate your degree of certainty or conviction as you 
intend it. Build your credibility. Be a “force to be reckoned with.” People will pay more attention to you 
if you take yourself and your message seriously. “Wimping out” on yourself and your message or point 
of view—intentionally or unintentionally—undercuts your point of view and discounts you as a person 
and a professional.  

How Do I Change? 

q To stop using language that discounts, take the following steps: Test your ownership of what 
you have to say. “How strongly do I feel about this? How much do I believe in this? How certain 
am I about this?” Choose your words to represent your genuine level of ownership.  

q Audiotape and videotape yourself. Hearing and seeing yourself “in action” will raise your 
sensitivity to your use of language that discounts. With awareness, change will become much 
easier.  

q Exaggerate the habit for a while. Exaggeration will add to your sensitivity and awareness of 
your habits. Each time you exaggerate your use of language that discounts, rephrase your 
statement with language that conveys your appropriate level of ownership. Listen to the 
difference in your choice of words, and notice the difference in the impact of your 
communication, both internally and externally. 
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Keeping Your Cool in Front of Groups 

Each training situation brings its own unique set of challenges. There are many critical 
things to do and many details to remember in order to “pull off” a training event in a 
professional manner. Sometimes it feels like the list of things that can go wrong is 
endless. Here are some steps to “take care of yourself” and ensure that you don’t “lose 
your cool” in front of your group. 

Psyching Yourself 

The mental game you play as you get ready for the program can either support you or 
it can diminish you and your best efforts. Pay attention to what you imagine and what 
you tell yourself. Why not use your “mental game” to support success? Take the steps 
below to fully prepare yourself to be cool, collected, and confident for your program:  

• Kill your ogres—Inventory your worst fears about the event. Recognize that your
worst fears rarely happen, and that constant worry about them only undercuts your
confidence and robs you of the energy you need to be productive. Unload all of the
negative images you create and all of the negative “self talk” you feed yourself.

• Claim your strengths—Recall and reclaim all of the strengths that “got you here.”
Build a list of the things you do well. Remember your past successes in similar
situations. Ask a trusted friend or colleague to give you some feedback about the
strengths you have and can use in this session.

• Do a “best and worst” analysis—Take a look at the potential outcomes of the event.
What’s the best that can happen? What’s the worst that can happen? What actions
can I take to maximize the potential for the best outcome? What steps can I take to
minimize the potential for the worst outcome?

• Do a “yes, but” analysis—Use this method as a way to identify possible problems
that can be considered in advance. For example, “This activity should take 30
minutes, but what if it takes 60 minutes to get the outcome I need?” Look at the
“best and worst” outcomes you’ve anticipated in the previous step.

• Plan for contingencies—Identify steps you will take to “cover” the possible
problems identified in your “yes, but’ analysis. It’s a good idea to have plenty of
backup activities and alternative design elements you can use if your “yes, buts”
occur.
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• Run your design by a buddy—After you’ve taken all of the steps listed
above, ask a trusted professional to review your design and comment on it.
“Fresh eyes” often catch things you might miss because you’re so close to
your work. This will help you to broaden your thinking and to cover
problems you might have missed. More importantly, you will gain
confidence by knowing that you’ve covered everything you could anticipate.

Props and “Cheat Sheets” 

There are several tools you can use to help you to prepare for the session, and to 
stay focused and “on track” if you find yourself in a difficult position during the 
program. 

• Overview Poster—You can create an overview poster for an activity, a
process, or for an entire program. Use the poster to describe “where you’re
going” to the participants. The poster serves as a visual aid for the
participants, as well as a “cheat sheet” for you. Post this in the back of the
room.

• Goals Poster—You should review your program goals early in your program
to close “expectation gaps” with participants. This poster should remain
posted throughout the program as a constant reference and reminder. It is
important that you share your goals for each module and each activity. A
goals poster will help you and your participants to stay focused. It will also
answer the question, “Why are we doing this?” Use your goals poster to
“check in and sum up” as you are drawing an activity or module to a close.

• Prepared Poster—Prepare posters in advance as visual aids for your content
presentations or instructions. Your advance preparation will allow you to
spend enough time to make the posters look professional, and it will help
you to mentally “suit up” for the session. (See the section, Presentation
Planning.)

q Content—Highlight the major points you want to cover in your 
lecturettes. You can reveal the appropriate points on the poster as you 
move through your lecturette. Use a pencil to write key points that 
you want to cover “spontaneously” on the chart. These penciled notes 
will be visible to you, but not to your participants.
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q Instructions—Outline your instructions, time frames, break-out 
rooms, etc. on a prepared poster. Your preparation will give you a 
“run through” of the activity, and it will ensure that you don’t miss 
any steps when you’re setting up the activity. Leave the poster 
hanging to guide participants throughout the activity. 

• Notes—Using notes to “cue” you is perfectly acceptable as long as you’re not
“glued’ to them or reading from them during your presentation. Try to make
your notes “transparent” to your participants. In addition to lightly writing
on prepared charts, there are other ways to make your notes transparent. You
can put your notes in poster form and place the poster at the back of the
room. It will blend in with the other charts, and as long as it is out of the
participants’ sight lines, they will never know you are referring to it. You can
outline your slides or overheads on charts at the back of the room as well. If
you are quoting a lengthy passage, pick it up and read it aloud, with
emphasis.

• Slides/Overheads—Print handout-sized copies of your slides and overheads.
You can place them in your trainer manual to review and take notes on in
preparation for your presentation. You can also put notes on overhead
frames. You can glance at your notes as you are placing your overhead on the
screen prior to making your comments.

Interactive Crutches 

Here are some tools you can use during discussions or interactions with 
participants. 

• Paraphrase questions—This step reinforces the norm of listening, and it
gives you “think time” to understand the question before you attempt to
handle it. It validates the participant and the question. And, it slows down
the action if there is too much “heat” in the room.

• Put requests on hold—Remember, you don’t have to handle everything
“right now.” If you get a difficult request or tangential question, write it on a
flip chart and tell the participant you want to come back to it. Or, if it’s not
germane to the whole group or the program, handle it “off line.”
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• Breathe—A natural response to stress is rapid and shallow breathing.
Neither of these responses will help you in difficult training situations.
Breathe in slowly, and let it out slowly. This breathing will help you to slow
down, relax, and take a moment to think. It will also give your brain the
oxygen it needs to function effectively.

• You ask the questions—If you find yourself increasingly “put on the spot”
by a barrage of questions from participants (or a participant), stop and
redirect. People love to “take on” experts. If you assume the role of expert,
you make yourself unnecessarily vulnerable. Remind yourself and the
participants that there are other experts in the room.

• “Let’s think together about that. Who has an answer to volunteer?”—Use
questions to stimulate participation and involvement. Redirect questions
back to the group.
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Using Humor in Training 

There are many tools and techniques that you can use to liven up your training, 
including the use of humor. Humor can “energize” your training and help participants 
to relax and open up—to one another, and to learning. Humor can transform the 
training environment by helping to build and reinforce important norms for the 
training event.  

These norms include the following: 

• People will be much more open to participation as soon as they are comfortable that
they won’t be ridiculed if they make a mistake.

• It’s helpful to people’s learning if they can look at themselves critically, and with a
sense of humor.

• If people’s experience is enjoyable, they will engage more fully than if it is boring or
threatening.

• People will look at things from a different perspective if it’s fun and nonthreatening.

All of these norms are a reflection of the learning environment that you can create and 
support through the effective use of humor as a trainer.  

Some Considerations About Using Humor in Training 

Use Humor To “Hook” Participants’ Interest 

Humor provides another channel to reach participants and capture their interest. It 
provides a natural link to a significant or serious point. You can also hook participants’ 
interest through an experience that didn’t work, or turned out differently than expected. 
For example, “Let me tell you how not to do it... The first time I...” 

Use Humor as a “Punch” 

Humor is an effective vehicle to drive home a key point. It can be used to clearly 
demonstrate “why it’s important,” “how it applies to me,” or to delineate the “before 
and after” application of a concept or skill. Finally, humor can dramatically change the 
mood and deliver an “emotional punch.” It may be used to “lighten up” the mood as 
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you wrap up a “weighty” topic, or as a way to put a “serious twist” on an important 
value or concept.

Don’t Create Difficulties for Yourself 

Your use of humor should add value to your presentation or program. Don’t tell jokes 
just to tell jokes. You should also make sure that your humor does not show disrespect 
to your participants or any group: no racial, ethnic, religious, or nationalistic slurs or 
jokes. And don’t use off-color humor, use “isms,” or put participants down. As one 
wag pointed out, “ I can’t wait until all ‘isms’ become ‘wasms.’ ”  

Use Planned and Spontaneous Humor 

Off-the-cuff, spontaneous humor is generally the most delightful. It would be nice to 
always have just the right joke or just the right phrase to humorously introduce a 
concept, or to punch a point home. Most of us just aren’t that gifted. Neither are the 
great comedians, however. They carefully craft their lines, timing, and delivery over 
hundreds of performances before they really sound spontaneous. We can learn from 
the professional comedians in this area. It’s helpful to plan to interject some humor into 
your program. The comfort you feel with your material, and your ability to deliver it is 
often the difference between humor that works and humor that doesn’t. At the same 
time, keep in mind that if it appears too “scripted” or forced, it will lose its punch. The 
trick then is to plan it and practice it until you can make it appear to be spontaneous.  

Make Sure Your Humor Is “on Target” 

Carefully select and craft your humor so that it connects with the key points of your 
presentation. If you get a laugh, but leave participants wondering what your joke had 
to do with your presentation, you run the risk of undercutting your efforts and 
diminishing your effectiveness. 

Pushing your political, religious, or social agenda via your humor is inappropriate. 
Your audience will feel “had.” Nobody likes to be a “captive audience” for someone 
else’s hidden agenda, even if it’s done in a lighthearted and humorous way. 

When It Fails - Recover 

When you don’t get the big laugh you had anticipated, your recovery is critical. Skillful 
speakers often “milk” more laughs from jokes that didn’t work, than they would have 
received if the original attempt had succeeded. Don’t keep pushing a “bad thing” 
however. If the group is with you, it is generally safe to “work them” a little more for 
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the laugh. If you get cold stares, it may be best to make a smooth transition to your next 
design element or point. We sometimes say, “That was funny, and if you laugh when I 
say funny things, I will say more of them.” 

How To Improve Your Ability To Use Humor in Training 

Here are a few suggestions for ways to improve your ability to use humor in training 
situations: 

q Collect jokes and “one-liners”—“When did you first realize you had that 
problem?” “What’s funny about that?” “What can I say?” It is helpful to maintain 
a file of “tools” that work. Build a standard file, or use a computer disk to 
maintain the ones that work particularly well for you.  

q Plan humor into your presentation or design in advance—Plan specific stories, 
anecdotes, or jokes for key points in your presentation. This will give you an 
opportunity to tailor your transitions and to push key aspects of your humor to 
“hook” interest or to “punch up” an application. 

q Listen to other trainers and speakers—Study their use of humor. Study 
comedians as well. It is particularly important to pay attention to their timing, 
delivery style, and mannerisms. Use a mental image of these “models” to guide 
you until you can make it on your own. 

q Get a coach—There is no substitute for feedback and coaching from a skilled 
and trusted coach or mentor. If you don’t have such a relationship, consider 
joining an organization where you will have the opportunity to practice 
regularly and to receive feedback. The Toastmasters have trained thousands of 
speakers and presenters. They have programs all over the world, and their 
program includes specific training in using humor. 

q Use your own mistakes to tell humorous stories—Telling “tales” on yourself is 
an excellent way to connect with your participants. It makes you more human 
and approachable than if you appear to know it all. A short story that illustrates 
a funny but common mistake is a good transition to the “right ways” to 
approach a similar situation in the future. 

q Work with exaggeration and “opposites” as sources or humor—“That’s easy for 
you to say.” “How _____ was it?” “It was so____, that...” 
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q Plan energizers and other forms of constructive play into your programs—See 
the activity, Mob Scene Energizers, for examples of energizers you can use to 
plan some fun in your program. 

q Collect colorful idioms—“This activity will be interesting, stimulating, useful, 
involving, and portable.”  

q Read humor literature—Bookstores, the library, and the Internet are just a few of 
the thousands of places you can acquire material to help you. 

q Practice free association—Spend some time thinking about your training event. 
Imagine a fun, engaging environment and open yourself to ideas about 
opportunities to interject humor. 

q Practice—Try your jokes out in social situations and with friends. 

Effective use of humor can add richness and life to your training. Participants will 
quickly spread the word that your training is both effective and fun. Stretch your skills 
as a trainer, and add the effective use of humor to your style. 
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Drawing Out Learnings 

Here are some methods and strategies for helping training participants to crystallize 
learning’s from their observations of themselves and each other during experiential 
learning activities. Use these methods just after the “doing” part of your design. 

• Ask questions that begin with “what” and “how.” For example, “What happened
during that activity?” “How did that role play go?”

• Use writing exercises (write topics on flip chart).

q “What did I learn from this activity?” 

q “What did I relearn from this activity?” 

q “What am I beginning to learn?” 

q “What do I need to learn?” 

• Use dyadic and small-group discussions. Then have the groups report the
learning’s to the whole group.

q For yourself 

q For you and your partner 

q For your group 

• Go around the room “round-robin style” and ask each person, partnership or group
to share, or contribute to the list (if you are “posting” the learning’s.)

• Post learning’s—only when you need a list later.

• Solicit reactions to others’ learning’s. Ask, “How many of you...?” or “Let’s hear
some response to that.” Get the group to “clean up” (make concluding comments
about) what is said.

• Avoid:

q Speeches (especially from observers). 
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q Long lists. 

q Commenting on everything. 

q Discounting what people say. 

• Don’t forget to “stroke” people who share.
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Attention Getters 

It can be difficult to get the participants’ attention in training or meeting settings. When 
you need to make a transition from high-energy activities or discussions, it is helpful to 
have a “bag of tricks” to get the group’s attention. Standing on a chair and wildly 
waving your arms, or screaming at the top of your lungs quickly gets old. Here are 
tools and techniques that work well in some training and conference settings. If you 
introduce them with a sense of humor, and at an appropriate time in the program, these 
“attention getters” can simultaneously get the group’s attention and add a bit of levity 
to the session. 

• Play music—Marches, country western, rock, classical, jazz, and rap. You can use all
of them to get the group’s attention after breaks or when it’s time to bring group
discussions to a close. Bring a “boom box” and some tapes or compact discs.

• Bang a gong.

• Blow a slide whistle.

• Blow a train whistle.

• Play a siren.

• Play taped sound tracks of different sound effects, for example, a horse neighing,
cows mooing, dogs barking, a rooster crowing.

• Show a previously agreed-to sign or symbol—For example, the Cub Scout sign for
silence is two fingers in the air. It is everyone’s responsibility to pass it on when you
see the fingers go in the air.

• Flash colored lights—Yellow or red revolving lights to resemble traffic control
signals or “official vehicles.”

• Dim the lights and then quickly bring them back up.

Consider making a tape recording with a variety of sound effects rather than bringing 
in the objects that make the sounds. Variety can add to the fun. 
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Managing Difficult Participants 

Every trainer cringes at the thought of having to deal with a particularly difficult 
participant or behavior. The individual may be extremely loud and overbearing, or 
chronically negative. The behavior might be a style issue, a particularly abrasive 
personality type, or any number of other difficult situations. Your challenge is much 
like that faced by the cowboys in the Old West: that is, “how to keep the herd moving 
north.” In other words, you must be able to deal constructively with a wide variety of 
people and situations so that a disruptive individual doesn’t destroy the session for 
everyone. If you are too controlling, there is a risk of creating a training environment 
that at best produces compliance, but no “buy in.” If you are too laissez-faire, there is 
risk of domination by a few aggressive participants at the expense of the others.  

Some typical “difficult” behaviors that participants demonstrate relatively frequently in 
training include: 

• Making negative or cynical comments

• Arriving late or returning late from breaks

• Leaving before the training is over

• Repeating their point of view or objections over and over

• Doing other work (for example, writing memos or “meeting” with another
participant on another task during the session)

• Demonstrating exaggerated, negative nonverbal signals

• Conducting conversations on the side

• Excessive talking or speechmaking

• Sidetracking the discussion or changing topics

• Verbally attacking or challenging the trainer or other participants

• Acting as a self-appointed expert or “know it all”

• “Intentionally misinterpreting” the trainer or other participants’ views or positions
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• Not participating

• Working “hidden agendas”

The following provides you with interventions that you can use to deal with difficult 
situations in a constructive way. These strategies will help you to address problem 
behavior, minimize the immediate negative impact, and allow you to accomplish the 
session objectives. 

Before the Session 

If you anticipate difficulties from a particular individual, your best defense is a good 
offense. Meet with the individual in advance, and discuss the session. Be clear about 
your objectives for the session and ask about the participant’s expectations. Your goals 
are (1) to build a relationship and try to establish common ground and (2) to “smoke 
out” any indication of problems on the horizon. 

Strategies you can use with an individual before the session include the following: 

• Request support and cooperation for the session.

• Try to find a way to address the individual’s concerns and to remove any legitimate
reason for objection.

• Assign a role that will occupy the individual’s attention and focus constructive
behavior. For example, asking the person to take notes on potential program
improvements that you can discuss after the session may prevent the individual
from feeling a need to “take you on” during the program.

During the Program 

During the program, there are basically two broad strategies you can use. One is to 
confront the individual directly. The other is to use the group to help maintain 
constructive behavior. A “potpourri” of trainer tactics that you can use during the 
session to handle disruptive individuals or difficult behaviors include these: 

• Start your session on time. If you wait for latecomers, you reward their behavior
and establish a norm that it is acceptable to be late.
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• Clarify the length of the program at the beginning. Make sure that everyone knows
what time the program will end—and then stick to that time. This makes it more
difficult for individuals to leave early and allows you and the group to make
adjustments up front if there is a legitimate reason to do so.

• Make sure all views get “heard.” If a participant won’t “let go” of a viewpoint, hear
the participant out.  Record it on the flip chart to validate it, and ask directly if there
is anything else the person needs in order to “let go” of it and move on. Record
viewpoints without names so that you can depersonalize differences.

• Call on participants directly, or physically move close to them if they are doing
something else (writing a memo, etc.)  If this doesn’t get them back with you, speak
to them during a break.

• “Touch base” with people who are demonstrating dramatic nonverbal signals (for
example, shaking head negatively). “I see you’re shaking your head, do you have
some disagreement you want to express to us?” The participant may not be aware
of the behavior and may try to control the body language. If the participant’s
behavior continues and becomes disruptive, wait until a break and share your
observations. “Every time you shake your head, you indicate your disagreement or
disapproval. I’m finding it confusing and distracting. Please tell me, what’s
bothering you.”

• If a side conversation begins or there are perpetual “whisperers,” move close to
these individuals and they will usually stop. Ask people to maintain their focus on
the project or discussion at hand. If necessary, confront the group’s or individual’s
tendency to start side conversations and directly—and constructively—share your
frustration.

• With overly verbal people, your most subtle technique is to manage your proximity
to them. While they are talking, move closer and maintain eye contact until you are
standing right in front of them. Then, shift your focus and call on someone else. You
may have to deal with verbose people outside the meeting. If nothing else works,
you may have to confront them directly.

• Call a halt to verbal intimidation. Validate the participants’ rights to disagree with
you or with one another, but redirect them to negotiate constructively rather than
using power or threats. If necessary, call a break and meet with the “intimidator.”
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Ask for this person’s support in putting the discussion on hold until it can be dealt 
with constructively. 

• Interview the dominant participant. Try to discover needs or expectations that you
may be missing. You may learn something that can add value to the session.

• Reverse roles with the participant. Or, ask other participants to represent both sides
of the issue while you and the difficult participant listen.

• Call on “non-participants” by name. Ask for their views or opinion. Avoid
embarrassment, and give support and positive reinforcement for responding.

• Use hand gestures to put “interrupters” or “intentional misinterpreters” on hold
while the speaker finishes a point. Ask the misinterpreter to let the speaker make
the point.  If necessary, paraphrase the statement so that it’s highlighted as the
speaker intended, rather than being misrepresented.

• Don’t get defensive when participants are critical of you. Defensiveness will
prevent you from hearing any constructive potential in their comments. You aren’t
perfect (and don’t have to be). Listen to criticism and suggestions. Model
adaptability and flexibility if appropriate. Rephrase your understanding of the
feedback or criticism, and ask for suggestions. Acknowledge the input and promise
to respond once you have fully considered it.

• Ask for help or suggestions from the group. If you are unsure about what to do to
make the session more effective, ask participants for their suggestions. You may ask
the group to set ground rules for interactions to prevent polarization. This
reinforces the idea that everyone—not just the facilitator—is responsible for the
success of the training. You may also learn something that will help you in this
situation, as well as strengthen your training skills.

• Break into subgroups. Ask subgroups to come to consensus on the issues at hand.
Participants who have been too intimidated to speak may express their views more
readily in smaller groups. Subgrouping allows you the opportunity to pair people
with similar (or different) points of view, and then to report to the group. This
strategy also gives the difficult individual a smaller group or audience to influence.

• Don’t get sucked into “non questions.” Turn “rhetorical questions” into statements.
This encourages the speaker to “own” comments rather than allowing the speaker
dominate the discussion by hiding behind false questions.
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• You may need to ask a disruptive participant to leave. When a problem remains
despite your best efforts, you must protect the learning environment by asking the
participant to leave. You may also need to let the participant know that you will
have to tell the boss. This is uncomfortable, and can be disruptive to the training
event, but is sometimes necessary.

Keep in mind that your role as trainer gives you power in the training setting. With 
legitimate organizational objectives behind your effort, you should not automatically 
“cave in” to participants who are attempting to dominate your session. Conversely, be 
aware that pointed and consistent confrontation on your part will make your groups 
uncomfortable. It is not helpful to “win the battle, and lose the war.” You will want to 
ensure your participants’ willing participation in future training sessions with you. 
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Trainer Crutches 

Whether you are a new trainer or an experienced one, it is helpful to use as many 
“crutches” as you can to allow you to relax and focus on meeting your customers’ 
needs. Facilitating a training program is a significant challenge that is often 
unappreciated by participants and observers. Consider that the trainer must 
simultaneously manage the environment, work with the conference facility, and be 
attentive to the needs of participants. The trainer also must use a variety of audiovisual 
technologies, be able to communicate intelligently about the technical content of the 
seminar, and so on.  

Here are some tips and “crutches” to help you manage all of the elements of your 
program and deliver excellent results every time. 

• Break the design into manageable “chunks.” For example, in a three- to five-day
design, study and prep for the “next day.” Then focus on the morning session, and
so on. At the end of the day, focus on preparing for the following day, and so on.

• Ask your co-facilitator to signal if you take a “wrong turn.” It’s helpful to work out
signals in advance so you can communicate without disrupting the session.

• Post the participants’ expectations on flip chart paper where you can see them and
refer to them regularly. Use the participants’ words, and tie your presentation
directly into the participants’ expectations whenever possible.

• Post “notes” for your lecturette or presentation on charts at the back of the room.
This will help you to focus on your presentation and to see, at a glance, what is
coming up next on your charts or slides.

• Put tape on the floor to mark the placement of each wheel on your overhead
projector cart. This will allow you to quickly “spot it” if you move it.

• Tape down your cords so you and your participants don’t trip over them.

• Set up your equipment, charts, screens, projectors, etc. in advance. Set the room the
way it works best for you. Don’t allow yourself to be hampered by a conference
facility setup.
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• Decide on a place for “things” (slide changer, markers, tape, copies of your design,
etc.) that you will use throughout the program. Make an agreement with your co-
facilitator about where you’ll put things. There is nothing more frustrating than to
have an “Easter egg hunt” to find something you need for an activity or
presentation.

• Prepare charts in advance. Write key points in pencil next to the word or phrase it
relates to. This will serve as a prompt or “cheat sheet” for you as you do your
presentation. If your instructions for an activity are complex, write them on a chart.
The chart will help you to effectively cover all points and instructions. You can
leave the chart up for the participants’ reference during the activity.

• You can prepare in advance for your “spontaneous charts.” Write or draw key
words, or templates in pencil before the session begins. Your notes will ensure that
you hit all the key points, and your “templates” will serve as a guide for the
placement and appearance of drawings and graphs. The participants won’t be able
to see your pencil work, so it will appear that you are drawing free hand and
writing from memory.

• Use the overhead projector to project templates or images on flip charts to trace
over. This will allow you to do professional-looking charts.

• Place your agenda or program design on the wall to one side and leave it there so
the participants can periodically “check in” on progress through the program. It will
also help you to link where you’ve been and where you’re going.

• 3M’s Post-it notes are a terrific aid to mark your flip charts so you can get to the
right chart for the next step in your presentation. Post-it notes are also useful for
marking key places in your facilitator guide or manual so that you can find the right
page quickly.

• 3M has also developed Post-it flip charts that have adhesive on the top inch and a
half of the paper. This allows you to tear a page off of the easel and post it directly
on the wall without masking tape.

• When you’re using overhead transparencies and want to reveal key points one at a
time, put your reveal sheet under the transparency instead of on top of it. This will
allow you to see what’s coming next without prematurely revealing it to your
audience.
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• Always carry extra activities in your “hip pocket.” If you find yourself in a situation
where half of the group has already done the activity you are attempting to launch,
you can shift to another activity.

• Use masking tape as flags to mark your charts. You can write key words or symbols
on the flags so you can see what’s on the chart before you reveal it.

• Carry “white out” or “correcting tape” to fix small errors in charts that you prepare
in advance. You can also cut a chunk from flip chart paper, glue it over your
mistake (using a glue stick), and then correct your error without redoing the whole
chart.
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Using Music in Training 

We are a society that does nearly everything while music plays. Often the music is in 
the foreground, and its part of our entertainment or activity. Other times, it is part of 
the background of our work, shopping, and conversations. Music is used to set the 
mood and add emphasis in movies, television, and theater. It is used for therapy, 
medical treatment, and a myriad of other purposes. We have found music to be an 
increasingly valuable addition to our training programs. 

Why Use Music in Training? 

Use music for any of the following reasons: 

• To pick up the energy when lethargy has taken over.

• To provide background noise as “cover” for small-group discussions among
participants.

• To “punch up” high-energy activities.

• To keep time during timed activities.

• To provide a familiar notice or alert that you are going to start after a break.

• To calm people and help them get through their initial “workshop jitters.”

• As a “hook” for an activity or concept.

• As a way to signal a transition from “think time” or “prep time” to an activity or
“next step.”

When Does Music Work? 

Music works in any of the following situations: 

• When participants are completing paper-and-pencil instruments, or taking notes on
previous learning’s.

• During discussions (dyads, triads, small groups) to provide background sound as
“cover” for personal or intimate sharing.
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• During high-energy or competitive activities to “punch up the activity.”

• During breaks.

• During “think time” or “reflection time.”

• To create a mood or emotion when appropriate.

Appropriate Types of Music for Training 

A wide range of selections, including rock, soul, rap, country, jazz, R&B, new-age, 
classical, and alternative music can be appropriate in a training setting. Try to carry a 
wide range of selections that will “connect” to various age groups and musical tastes. It 
is important to play the music at a comfortable level, as well as to pre-screen the lyrics 
so you don’t offend participants.  

Caveat 

Music, like any other training aid, is helpful only if it helps. Some participants find it 
distracting or annoying. If that happens, turn it off.  
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Meeting Facilitation Techniques 

The following is a list of techniques you can use to facilitate effective meetings. The list 
is broken into elements of group work that commonly require attention to produce 
success. Within each element or category there is a range of tools and techniques that 
can be used to “push” for concrete results. Each technique is defined and/or described 
by a brief statement. 

Encouraging Participation 

Boomerang - The facilitator doesn’t respond to questions from the group but turns 
them back to the group instead. 

Clicking - Use a hand held “clicker” to start and stop discussions. Each time you click, 
someone else starts to talk on the topic. 

Confrontation Question - Legitimize direct confrontation of concerns by encouraging 
everyone to ask the confrontation question. “What effect will this have on...?” 

Egg Timer - Set the timer when someone begins speaking. Use it as a tool to keep 
discussions focused and participation balanced. When the timer goes off, it is someone 
else’s turn to speak. 

Gatekeeping - “Open the gate” for quiet members to speak by asking for their opinion, 
thoughts, or ideas. “Close the gate” on “high participators” by asking them to let others 
speak. 

I - You - Me - Give participants a simple set of guidelines to support assertive 
discussion within the group: “I got angry when you said/did ______. Here’s how it 
impacts me...” 

Whip - This is a structured approach to gather brisk statements or feelings from each 
member of the group, in turn. You do a quick go-around, getting each participant to 
speak briefly. “Let’s do a whip on ___. Please give us a quick statement on it. Either a 
thought or a feeling.” 

Generating Data 

Adjectives - “Give us two adjectives that describe ___.” 
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Advocating - “I’d like each of you to tell us why we should implement this program...” 

Agenda-Setting - Get participants to make decisions on what they need to work on 
together. An alternative is to have each individual make a list, then meld them. Finally, 
you can have them prioritize the final list, either as a group or as individuals first. 

Brainstorming - Use this classic technique to generate a large quantity of ideas. The 
only rules are (1) a free flow of ideas, no matter how “off the wall,” and (2) no 
evaluation. The old saying is, “The way to get good ideas is to get a lot of ideas.” 

Cybernetic Session - In large meetings, form small groups to develop questions they 
will ask everyone. Have several rounds, during which one small-group member stays 
at their “station” while others go randomly to other stations to provide answers. 
Reconvene the small groups to collate the answers and report to the total group. 

Diagram - Have meeting participants develop a diagram or sketch of relationships 
between elements of the topic or problem under discussion. 

Fantasy - Encourage or guide participants through a process of imagining an event, 
process, or outcome. “Let’s describe how that might be.” 

Fishbowling - This is a “group-on-group” process designed to look at “how we are 
working together.” 

Force-Field Analysis - This is a classic approach developed by Kurt Lewin for looking 
at the elements of a system that support or drive change, and those that hinder or 
restrain change. Participants make a diagram of these opposing forces, with the length 
of the force representing its relative strength. 

Instrumentation - Use a paper-and-pencil questionnaire to explore self perceptions or 
self-perceived views of a system.  

Interviewing - Have group members interview each other or some target “client” about 
the focal topic. 

Letters. - Have participants write letters describing how they feel about the topic. The 
letter could be to the facilitator, a friend, or an attorney. 

Modified Delphi - Do a Delphi process in the room rather than through the mail. The 
Delphi method uses several rounds of polling, with group results and discussion after 
each round. 
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Nominal Group Technique - Individuals work in the presence of one another, and 
interact at specified times. This is a specialized form of brainstorming in which you 
have “go-arounds,” with the proviso that anyone can butt in at any time to add what 
they think of spontaneously. Usually the group then “votes” on the list to narrow it to a 
more useful one. The go-around is often preceded by private, individual 
brainstorming. 

Open Chairs - Place an empty (open) chair in the group and participants to sit in the 
chair if they have something to say.  

Bi-Polar Brainstorming - Limit the brainstorming to “for and against.” 

Predicting - Have participants predict the outcome, or a reaction to ___. 

Prework - Instruct participants to think about some specific question, write their 
thoughts about something, or interview a specified number of people about a topic that 
needs to be worked on in the upcoming meeting. 

Resource Identification - “Where can we get information/equipment/human 
resources, etc. to ___?”  

Role Playing - Have participants act out the parts of key players in a project or task. 
You may have them pair up to coach each other beforehand and debrief each other 
afterwards. 

Scaling - Get participants to express themselves numerically: “On a scale between 1 & 
10...” 

Scenario - Assist members in constructing a scenario together. This could be a “best-
case” or “worst-case” scenario related to a topic under discussion. 

Sentence Completion - Do a go-around, asking participants to complete the following 
sentence, “Right now I think...,” “Right now I feel...,” or “The thing I like (or dislike) 
most about this idea is...” 

Statement /Questions - Invoke a rule that participants may only make statements about 
the topic or they may only ask questions. 
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Subgrouping - Break participants into dyads, triads, quartets, etc., to create more 
“safety” and “air time.” 

Support Brainstorming - This is “advocacy” brainstorming: “Let’s think about all of the 
reasons why we should support this.” 

T-Chart - This method considers two sides of the topic, e.g. the “good news” and “bad 
news.” Draw a line down a sheet of newsprint, then across the top, to form a big T. 
Then above the two columns write the headings. Have participants then make both 
lists. 

Writing - Have participants write about the topic. This could be a letter, a short 
position paper, or notes on their current thoughts and feelings about the topic under 
review. 

Stimulating Involvement 

Legitimize - Participants often restrict their involvement because they think that they 
haven’t “earned their stripes” to be taken seriously. Legitimize everyone’s participation 
by letting them know that their ideas and opinions count, regardless of their tenure, 
experience, or position. 

“How Does It Feel?” - Everyone is an “expert” about their own feelings. Even if 
knowledge is limited, you can get them involved by starting at the level of feelings. 

Paraphrasing - Ask for someone to put into his/her own words what someone has just 
said. This technique “validates” people’s views and feelings and “draws them out.” If 
you want more participation, have the meeting participants demonstrate that what has 
already been said was valued. An alternate method is to impose a rule: “You must 
accurately paraphrase what the preceding person has said before responding or adding 
your own input.” 

Posting Points of View - Write participant contributions (verbatim) on flipchart paper 
or a white board as they speak. This validates or legitimizes their points of view. An 
alternative is to have one or more volunteers perform this task. 

Speaking As... - Participants are often shy or reluctant to speak about themselves or 
their views in front of a group of people. The three-step process behind this technique 
“works magic.” Pair participants up, and have them interview each other about the 
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topic. Then have them “represent” each other’s view, ideas, feelings, etc., to the group. 
Have them “become” their partner as they speak for him or her. 

Summarizing - Summarize points of view by restating the main message. This “ties a 
bow” around the participant’s contribution. It validates them, and legitimizes their 
viewpoint. Sometimes it is better to have meeting participants develop their own 
summaries. This can increase ownership of the discussion and build listening and self-
expression skills. 

Developing Process 

Panels - Appoint participants to different panels and have them represent different 
sides of a discussion or decision. Panels may be used to explore different positions or 
to explore solution alternatives. Sometimes it is useful to assign people to panels that 
represent the side of a discussion that they do not favor. 

Polling - Use a common set of questions or criteria to look at the team’s process. Ask 
participants to rate individually their satisfaction with the meeting process and then to 
share the ratings so they can be “tallied” and used as the basis for a discussion of 
needed improvements in how the meeting progresses. This method can be used in both 
the middle and end of the meeting. 

Process Cards - Develop cards with questions or ideas that focus participants on 
reviewing or developing the meeting’s process. Use the cards to review and improve 
the major processes of the meeting. The cards could cover such broad subjects as 
“Evenness of participation,” “Adding value,” “Appropriate leadership,” “Listening to 
each other,” “Systematic problem analysis,” etc. 

Reconstructing Process - Review what has happened in the meeting. What has worked? 
What hasn’t? What have we done that contributes to our success? What do we do that 
gets in our way?  

Think- Feel Cards - Create a deck of cards, with the words, “I think...,” and another 
deck with the words, “I feel...” Shuffle the two decks together, and pass out one card to 
each participant. Instruct participants to make an incomplete statement focused on the 
group’s process (or some aspect of it). Participants complete the statement with a 
personal thought or feeling about it, depending on whether they received a “think” or a 
“feel” card. Example: “I feel uncomfortable about...” or “I think we blew it when we...” 
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Videotape - Videotape the meeting. Play it back and guide participants through a 
review of their process. Sometimes it is helpful to play the tape back twice, the first 
time with the sound off, to focus on non verbal cues and communication, and the 
second time with the sound on. 

Focusing Issues 

80/20 Rule - The Pareto principle says that 80% of most things are trivial and that the 
other 20% really matter. Look for the critical 20% and focus participants’ attention there. 

10-5-2-1 - Prepare sets of ten cards, with one issue that needs to be discussed in the 
meeting on each. Then distribute them while announcing the task. “Here are ten cards, 
representing areas we could work on. Take the ten items, and then find the five most 
important to you. From those five, find the most important two. From those two, find 
the most important one.”  

Bean Count - Give everyone ten beans, and set up a cup for each issue that needs to be 
addressed. Participants distribute their beans according to personal feelings of 
importance or criticality. They may put up to three beans in a cup to place emphasis on 
those issues that they think are most important. 

Cut up And Move Around - Cut written-down ideas into strips of paper and then 
participants can categorize, prioritize, or move them round. 

Divide by Three - Have participants develop a list of the top issues. Then have them 
divide by three. Then in each set they find the top (most critical) two issues. If they 
started with eighteen options, they would narrow them down to the top six and then to 
the top two, dividing by three at each step. 

Dots - Give participants sticker-dots to “vote” their priorities by sticking the dots next 
to items or statements on a list.  

Generalize - exemplify - Get participants to focus sharply by tying their inputs to “real-
world” examples. “Give us an example of the problem” (exemplify); “Do we have 
those problems in other places in the organization? Give us an example” (generalize). 

High-Low - Say to participants, “Write down ten items you consider to be important to 
this problem. Now I want you to rank them high to low.” 

Issues Analysis - Once you have identified the highest priority issues which need to be 
addressed, begin to “analyze” each issue. Place the focus on fully understanding the 
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issue prior to attempts at action planning. You may choose to eliminate the term 
“issue,” since it tends to provoke argument rather than consensus seeking. Instead, 
promote the use of the term, “situation that needs attention (SITNA).” 

Means-Ends Analysis - Start discussions from the “desired end,” or outcome, that 
participants want. Then focus on identifying the “means” (resources and action steps) 
to get there. 

PAG-PAU -This stands for “problem as given - problem as understood.” The role of the 
facilitator is to take a problem from a statement of the problem (as given), to a common 
group understanding. 

Paired Weighting or Shared Weighting - Have participants look at issues in terms of 
the relationship between key related variables (e.g., time and cost, mistakes/errors and 
satisfaction, quality and delivery time, etc.). 

Posting - “Post” or write issues on a flipchart, whiteboard or blackboard to help the 
group focus. 

Prioritizing - Have participants assign an “A” to the most important or critical 
alternative, a “B” to the next most important, and a “C” to the least important items. An 
alternative is to develop a complete rank-ordering of the items, first as individuals, 
then as a group. 

Spend a Buck - In increments of ten cents, each member can spend a dollar on any of 
the alternative points for discussion. Tally the amount spent on each item to determine 
relative value to the group. Al alternative is to have them spend their “money” on at 
least two or three options. 

Stack the Deck - Give each member a stack of note cards. Instruct them to write one of 
the topics or choices on each card and then stack the deck of cards from most to least 
important.  

Working Toward Consensus 

Assigning Points - Tell participants, “You have ten points to work with. How many 
would you assign to each of the alternatives to demonstrate your current feelings about 
our choices?” 
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Back Off - After intensely discussing or debating an issue and not arriving at 
consensus, sometimes it helps to “give it some space.” Get participants to agree to 
leave it alone for a while and come back to it later, perhaps when tempers have cooled. 

Best/Worst/Most Probable - Say to meeting participants, “If we take this action, what’s 
the best that could happen, what’s the worst that could happen, and what’s the most 
probable thing that will happen?” 

Disaster Report - Have meeting participants develop a report of the least desirable 
outcome on a topic or issue. “If w did this, what’s the worst case?” 

Fist to Five - Use this technique to get participants to vote on an option under 
consideration in the meeting. “Give us ‘fist to five.’” This is a method to get a “picture” 
of member’s current feelings about a choice. If a participant puts up their fist, it means 
no. Otherwise, they can hold up the number of fingers that says how they feel about it, 
where 1 = low and 5 = high. Instruct participants to vote simultaneously, and have the 
group tally its responses. 

Hand Wave - Have participants hold up their hands, and say “I want you to show how 
enthusiastic you are about this alternative by how aggressively you wave your hands.” 

Negative Voting - Sometimes it helps to have people vote for the options that they 
“don’t like” or aren’t considering to be desirable. This allows meeting participants to 
clear out “not choices.” 

Ranking Alternatives - Say to meeting participants, “Let’s rank-order the alternatives, 
from the one you most prefer to the one you least prefer.” 

“Regrets” - Just before the group makes a decision, say, “If we don’t do this, what 
regrets will we have later. If we do it, what regrets might we have later?” 

Target Setting - Use this method to assist meeting participants to determine the desired 
“end result” or “target” for the decision before they attempt to decide. “What criteria 
will we use to determine whether or not our alternatives are the best ones?” 

Thumbs up / Thumbs down - The movies show Roman Emperors giving the “thumbs 
up” or “thumbs down” to indicate whether a warrior was to live or die. This technique 
can be used to get team members to “go public” with their current feelings about a 
decision. You “can spice it up” by allowing them to “stir the soup,” with their thumbs 
down, (extreme dislike), “cross your arms” (neutral) or “twirl/wave their thumb in the 
air (wildly excited). 
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“What bothers me is...” - Use this technique to get unspoken concerns or feelings “on 
the table.” 

“What I Like About...” - Have meeting participants complete the phrase, “What I like 
about this alternative is....?” This technique helps get positive, unspoken feelings and 
thoughts on the table. 

Win-Lose analysis - Ask participants to make two lists: “What would we win?” and 
“What would we lose?” 

Publishing Data 

Categorizing/Sorting by Category - Have meeting participants look for common 
themes or relationships within their data and use these as a way to organize the data. 

Clustering - Have meeting participants put data into a grid (if they fit a two-
dimensional matrix) to look at clusters of data. Example: desirability, ability. 

Criteria Checkerboard - Instruct meeting participants to set up a series of criteria on 
one dimension and their situation on the other. Have them organize their data into the 
resulting “checkerboard,” or chart. 

Posting Points (Scores, Ratings, Rankings) - Put individual data on the flipchart or 
whiteboard, as a way to make the data “public” within the meeting. “Let’s post our 
scores from this instrument for discussion purposes.” “Let’s individually come to the 
flipchart and write our data in the appropriate boxes.” 

Representatives - Ask individuals to “speak for” the views or interests of a larger 
group, e.g., “Tom is here to fill us in on the views of the Finance Department.” 

Show Cards - This is a process for generating data, prioritizing it, and categorizing it 
for “next steps.” Give participants a common number (5 - 8, for example) of 5”x 8” note 
cards (or large Post its). Have them write one statement per card on the focal topic or 
issue at hand. Form teams, and have them prioritize their cards from most 
important/critical to least important/critical. Have them pick their top priority. Have 
each team, in turn, come to the flip chart and categorize their top priorities. They create 
a chart for each category and stick their related Post its or note cards on the chart. The 
next team then comes up and sticks theirs under existing categories or creates a new 
category, if necessary. Continue going around the teams until each team has posted 
their top five items (you select the number). After all of the priority items are posted, 
take the next step in your process to act on the themes or categories. 
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Speaking for Each Other - Each member of the group shares (speaks for) the views or 
opinions of another group member. It may be done after interviewing each other so that 
the representation is an “informed one.” It may be done “cold” as a method of flushing 
out assumptions and interpretations about each other’s views or positions.  

Taking Turns - Say to meeting participants, “We’re going to take turns sharing our 
thoughts about....” This is a method for getting everyone into the discussion and 
achieving relative “balance” in inputs. 




